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Mass Media and Public Opinion

• What kind of citizens do we want in a democracy?

• If democracy is to follow the will of the people, do we trust in
citizens’ ability to form democratic judgments?

• Citizens form opinions and make choices that reflect
their true feelings and thoughts

• Citizens’ opinions should not be arbitrary

• Can the will of the people be strongly shaped by mass media
reports?
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Mass Media and Public Opinion

• Scenario 1: Citizen Manipulation

Mass media dictates and orchestrates public opinion. Citizens’
opinions can easily be swayed from one direction to the other.

• Scenario 2: Citizen Enlightenment

Mass media has only very limited effects on citizens’ opinions.
Media coverage provides citizens with the information they need,
but citizens form their opinions in accordance with their
predispositions.
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Frames and Framing

• Political issues are often ambiguous and subject to differing
interpretations or perspectives

• Political elites suggest issue interpretations or “frames”
(Entman, 1993)

• Frames are selective views on issues highlighting some facts
over others

• News media select and modify these frames

• Key question: By selecting some information and
highlighting it to the exclusion of other information, news
frames can shape the audience’s interpretations of issues
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Einführung
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Einführung
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vgl. Entman, Matthes & Pellicano (2009), p. 178

Culture and Society
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How to test the power of the news media?

• Theoretical Approach:

• Citizens are different – some hold strong predispositions,
others are less certain about their views

• Politics is dynamic - citizens’ opinions are dynamic too

• Methodological Approach:

• Modeling opinion formation in the laboratory: 2-Wave
experiments in which respondents are given competing
frames over time

• Tracking opinion formation in the real world: Panel
survey combined with a content analysis of media content
(controlling for several predispositions)
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Panel survey

• Two-wave panel survey about the Swiss corporate taxation reform
in 2008 (January N1 = 1251, March N2 = 1001), German & French
speaking eligible voters (Mage = 50.02, SD = 16.3; 50% female)

• Voting intention (1 = „in favor“ to 5 = „oppose“)

• Certainty (“How certain are you in your opinion?”)

• controls

• Content analysis of news media

• N = 740 news items about the reform in six TV shows and 25
newspapers

• Starting 13 weeks before voting day

• Dominant Framing
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• Every person in the survey was matched with the news content
that she/he used up to wave one and up to wave two of the survey

• In fact: exposure to cross-pressures
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Panel Survey (N = 1001)

Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) with a multinomial logistic link function:
significant interaction of framing and certainty, b = -.09, p < .05 vgl. Matthes et al. (2010)
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Zeit…as the debate unfolds over time
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Experiment (N = 253)

Repeated Measures Anova: Significant interaction between news
framing and time (F = 55.10, p < .001, η² = .30) vgl. Matthes et al. (2010)
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Experiment (N = 253)

vgl. Matthes et al. (2010)

Repeated Measures Anova: Significant interaction between news
framing and time (F = 10.06, p = .01, η² = .09)
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Manipulating or Enlightening?

• Very strong media effects (“conversion”)

• …for some people

• …at some points in time

• But: These are “informed” opinions

• …frames inform opinions by bringing substantively different
considerations to citizens’ minds

• …even if citizens have not entirely understood all arguments,
opinions are not based on arbitrary information

• ….citizens themselves can determine whether they remain
open to persuasion or not
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More Serious Threats

• Tabloidization, entertainment politics, personalization,
celebrity politics (Holtz-Bacha, 2004) effects based on non-
political information
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More Serious Threats

• Rising distrust in the
mainstream news media
(Donsbach et al., 2009)
argument-based media effects
become less likely

• Reasons: lower news quality
and misinformation
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More Serious Threats

• Media logic: Mass media generally prefer negative over
positive information and increasingly draw a negative,
dysfunctional picture of politics (e.g., Kepplinger, 1998)

• Focus on conflicts and scandals

• Focus on negative behavior

• Attack Journalism

• Consequence:

• Mediatized politics

• Declining trust in politics and politicians
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Vicious Cycle of Mediatization: The Future?

Journalists:
Based on commercial pressure:
trivialization, conflict orientation,

entertainment politics

Politicians:
Observe media logic and provide

journalists with trivialization, conflict
orientation, entertainment politics

?
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Thanks very much!
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How to test the power of the news media?


